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 I had wandered from there to here.
 A zig, a zag to the sand beneath the tree.
 The Great Green Zagen I had seen.
 He lived somewhere in a zig or a zag.
 Somewhere in the Great In between.



 “Come and eat,” came to my ear.
 I turned to find I was here and she there.
 It was so far I stood and stared.
 No one moved no one dared.
 To cross the Great In between.



 “Cheese with Macaroni, Izzie Bell,” came to  
 my other ear.
 But I was here and it was there.
 I had wandered, zigged and zagged.
 My hunger grew, my courage sagged.
 I have to cross the Great In Between.



 “Come and eat, Izzie Bell,” pulled at both  
 my ears.
 Without help it could take years.
 Even if I don’t zig or zag.
 Help please, this is bad.
 I must cross the Great In Between.



 In a zig or a zag I had seen.
 The Great Green Zagen in the In Between.
 He was huge, big and green.
 Teeth so big, wings so wide, eyes so mean.
 He was hid in the Great In between.



 “Come and eat,” Mom called again.
 “It’s getting cold and looks like rain.”
 I looked left, where had he gone,
 I looked right and there he sat all alone.
 He had not left the Great In between.



 “Do not zig and do not zag, Izzie Bell,” I   
 heard softly.
 “Come straight across, for dessert there’s  
 toffee.”
 I stared at the huge, mean Great Green   
 Zagen so green.
 Macaroni, cheese and toffee, help please. 
 The Zagen is in the Great In Between.



 Without a zig or a zag.
 Without a fear or a flag.
 Mom walked to the great green Zagen   
 sitting near the sand.
 And picked him up in her hand.
 She stood tall and brave in the Great In   
 Between.



 He spread his wings and flew.
 With zigs and zags he went every which way.
 She smiled big and took my hand.
 From here to there we left the sand.
 And together we crossed the Great In   
 Between.



Note from the Author Oscar Blu
The warmth of ‘Whizzie Lizzie’s Great ‘In Between’ Tale’ is that it zigs and 
zags in the gentlest ways of rhyme of how a daughter finds herself trapped 
by fear and of a fearless mother invading the ‘Great In Between’ where the 
Great Green Zenga threatens to separate the two. It is an artful reminder of 
the fundamental role of parents throughout their children’s lives. Dedicated 
to my Mom for praying me out of the darkness of atheism and all Mothers 
who hold their children’s hands no matter how old with fearless love.
Oscar Blu

Note from Illustrator Shana
These paintings were done many years ago and at the time I had no idea 
why I was painting them only God knew, He is the one that held my hand 
and my brush as the paint touched the paper. When the author asked about 
illustrating this book I said my eye aren’t good enough to paint anymore but 
I couldn’t say “no” to this project. I fell in love with the story and what the 
Great In Between represents. I see it as a great in between in the distance 
we suffer when we are apart from our Mothers and they are apart from us. 
I prayed about how in the world I could possibly illustrate this book. God 
said “you already have painted the book”! I open up the folder of all my 
old paintings and right there before my eyes in order of the pages to this 
wonderful book where the paintings. These paintings are for enjoyment, 
imagination, and wonder they allow one to daydream. God always has 
everything worked out for all of us, we just have to listen. The great in 
between is not an obstacle between us and God, He is always near to us. I 
dedicated the illustrations to all wonderful Moms on earth and in heaven 
along with children that love and trust their Moms forever and always. 
Thanks be to God, the great in between can not break the bond of the love 
between a Mother and child. Glory to God.
Shana 
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